
 

 

Dependable Web Hosting Reviews from Leading Business Coach Gains Instant 

Popularity amongst Online Entrepreneurs.   

 

Millions of internet based businesses around the world have finally got a trustworthy 

platform of web hosting reviews in Mike Bashi's recently launched website 

Hostmonopoly.com. This free to access online platform is not just a review website. It is 

also a comprehensive online tutorial for people willing to learn the intricacies of website 

hosting from the renowned internet marketing consultant and mentor.  

 

Finding unbiased web hosting reviews of hundreds of web hosting service providers is 

now possible from a single online platform. Well known business consultant Michael 

Bashi's recently launched website Hostmonopoly.com is quickly emerging as the top 

destination for people looking for a trustworthy website host to kick start their business. 

Mike Bashi is a highly respected personality in the online marketing fraternity for his 

series of business support resources for beginners in this field. This unique website 

hosting resource has been created after an extensive research of all hosting service 

providers considering all critical aspects that determine the reliability of hosting service. 

 

With too many websites crowding the internet with inaccurate web hosting reviews, the 

task of choosing the right host often becomes an ordeal for a beginner. A top class web 

host maintains an extremely high uptime and ensures that their clients are online. Prompt 

technical support teams are required to offer effective service whenever there is a system 

related concern. The prime objective of Hostmonopoly.com is to reveal the name of the 

most recommendable website host on the basis of test conducted by the master himself. 

Interestingly, Mr. Bashi and his team have used all service providers for a minimum 

period of 30 days to find out their performance.  

 

Apart from web hosting reviews, the free video present in the website teaches all the 

vital aspects of website hosting. Thousands of people have already accessed this free 

video only by providing their email address. Reacting to the growing popularity of his 

new training website, Mr. Bashi says, "It feels great to know that our hard work is 

beginning to produce results for users. A reliable web host often becomes the difference 

between the success and failure of a website. Hostmonopoly is your perfect companion to 

make the right choice without wasting your time and money".  

 

About Hostmonopoly.com:  Hostmonopoly.com is a review website launched by noted 

business consultant Michael Bashi. This website helps entrepreneurs find out the best 

web hosting service provider with a comprehensive, free training video.  
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